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Good education has priority at AKKUraatd. We think
students deserve optimal and challenging education.
AKKUraatd values the opportunities the University
offers concerning expanding and deepening and
wants the University to offer this to all students. This
is why AKKUraatd argues that the money released
after the disappearance of the basic grant should
benefit every student. AKKUraatd stands for a highquality digital learning environment, improved study
facilities, and high-quality education.
This is why we plead for customisation and a
individualised treatment for every student!

1. High-Quality Digital
Learning Environment
AKKUraatd thinks that students should not be limited
to studying within the University’s walls. This is why
AKKUraatd pleads for a digital learning environment
that is accessible off-campus. This way, students
can decide where, when and how they study. At
AKKUraatd, we believe that the following concrete
points can improve the digital learning environment.

some of these expenses are not necessary for highquality honours education. AKKUraatd wants the
RHA to cut down on expenses and to become more
accessible to and more involved with a larger amount
of students.
2.1 Shorter Honours Programmes
AKKUraatd wants to replace the existing long-term
programmes with short, stand-alone projects. This
will allow more students to participate in the honours
programmes.
2.2 Open the Gates
The Radboud Honours Academy offers its own
students a lot of extra opportunities, in the form
of extra courses, their own alumni network, essay
contests, and grants. AKKUraatd wants the RHA to
open up these opportunities to all students and
actively promote them amongst as many students as
possible.

3. Internationalisation
of Education: Do not
impose, but facilitate
The Radboud University is experiencing growth as an
internationally oriented University. More and more
students choose to follow a programme abroad
through the Erasmus programme. Simultaneously,
more foreign students choose to follow their full
education at our University. AKKUraatd thinks
that internationalisation has its merits but also
its pitfalls. AKKUraatd will continue to monitor
internationalisation at the Radboud University
critically to prevent a decrease in education quality
due to English programmes. When students
organisations want to internationalise it should be
facilitated, it should not be forced.
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1.1 Digital Knowledge Centre
First of all AKKUraatd wants a digital knowledge centre.
This knowledge centre would house instructional
videos with information about basic academic
knowledge for every student. Some examples of
this would be videos about Statistics and Academic
Writing.
1.2 Accessible Cloud Service
Currently, it is quite difficult to access files saved on a
University computer from home. In addition, folders
and files cannot be shared between computers within
the current system, while it could benefit group
projects. This is why AKKUraatd pleads for a cloud
service that allows students to safely and easily access
their files outside of the University and where they
can share files with their fellow students. This system
could, for example, be integrated with Brightspace
(the successor of Blackboard) to allow students to
have easy access to their course materials.

2. Honours for more
Students

The Radboud Honours Academy (RHA) has great
potential to be a valuable part of the education
system of the RU. However, this potential is not fully
utilized right now. The RU spends large amounts of
money on a small number of students even though

3.1
Translation Centre for Teacher, Student,
Association, and Representation Organs
Further internationalisation of the University and
the creation of more English programmes requires
more (study) materials to be translated by teachers,
students, associations, and the representation organs.
At the moment it is possible to have documents
translated by Radboud in’to Languages. However,
these translation services are mostly targeted towards
academic texts, which is why AKKUraatd pleads for
more and cheaper language services at the University.
3.2 Following Language Courses more easily
AKKUraatd wants to make it easier to take a language
course to allow students to be better prepared for
academic English and a stay abroad. These language
courses should not only be more accessible but also
cheaper.

3.3 Dictionaries during your Exam
AKKUraatd sees a trend where studies change
the instruction language to English. That is why
AKKUraatd thinks that students should be able have
access to dictionaries at all times during an exam to
facilitate this change. Testing should be based on
content, and not on language.

4. More Study and
Group Work Places
At the moment there are insufficient study and group
work places for students and this problem will only
expand with the growth of student numbers at the
Radboud University. Straightening out the schedules
between Faculties only seems to make this problem
worse. This is why AKKUraatd wants more study and
group work places to be realised on short notice.

5. Borrow a Laptop at
the University
The computers at the libraries are often occupied,
especially during the exam periods. This can be a
nuisance because you might need certain software
for a project or a good laptop for statistical analyses.
This can also be crucial for group projects. If students
have to work together on a group project in a room
without computers, it would be convenient if they
could borrow a laptop. To solve these problems
AKKUraatd would like a system implemented where
students can borrow laptops, chargers, and power
banks.

7. More Teaching
Assistants
Teachers experience more and more pressure at
work, which is not good for the quality of education.
A lot of their time is taken up by administrative tasks
that are not directly involved with the content of their
education. This is why AKKUraatd pleads for more
teaching assistants that can support the teaching staff
with their administrative tasks. This will allow teachers
to pay more attention to the actual education they
provide. Another benefit is that students can develop
themselves academically through fulfilling this
position.

8. Every Student in the
Right Place
AKKUraatd wants every student to end up at the
education that is right for them. Choosing a different
education can create quite some personal as well as
financial problems, partly due to the abolishment of
the basic grant. Personal guidance during their study
by student advisors and transparent information
before the start of their study will help students
with making their choice. Especially considering the
increasing pressure to perform it is important that
students know what they can expect when they start
their education.
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6. Purposeful
Examination

There are discussions throughout the entirety
of education about the sense and nonsense of
examination, which is understandable considering
the value our society attaches to examination and
assessment. Unjustified low assessments can have
a direct effect on the study duration of a student,
whereas unjustified high assessments can have
consequences for the value society puts on certain
diplomas. This is why AKKUraatd thinks that highquality exams should be self-evident. At AKKUraatd,
we believe that a good exam meets with both the
content and level of the course. This means that
multiple-choice exams should only be used when it
is considered as added value and should not just be
used to shorten the time it takes to mark them.

8.1 Not a Binding but an Urging Study Advice
The current BSA puts students that bloom later in life
at a disadvantage. It also creates the idea that the
responsibility of the University stops after a negative
advice. Partly due to the dedication of AKKUraatd,
an investigation was started this year regarding
the effectiveness of the BSA. AKKUraatd pleads for
an urging study advice instead of a binding study
advice. On top of this, AKKUraatd thinks that students
deserve better guidance towards a new education.
This can be after an urgent advice but also earlier in
the year at request.

8.2 Honest Information for Everyone
Transparent information is important to get everyone
at the right place. However, the current information,
with a short questionnaire and an optional interview
is still in its infancy at many educational programmes.
Try-out days often turn out to be disguised recruitment
drives instead of transparent information events. That
is why AKKUraatd would like to see a representative
matching day for every programme. That day will
provide opportunity to gain insight into the work and
exam forms, as well as a chance to have conversations
with student advisors and current students. This will
allow future students to make a well-informed choice
regarding their education.

2. Better Prepared for
the Future
A University should not just stimulate the gathering
of knowledge but also the personal development of
its students. AKKUraatd wants more space for culture
and better facilities. After all, University is more than
just lectures. AKKUraatd wants students that are not
doing that well to also be able to fully utilise these
facilities. Furthermore, our University lies behind
other Universities regarding diversity. The University
needs to catch up in this area. The slogan of the RU
isn’t ‘Change Perspective’ for nothing. AKKUraatd
wants to respond to this by realising a student life for
everyone.

1. Accessible
Internationalisation
1.1 Being Involved at Every Moment
At AKKUraatd, we believe that internationals should
be involved in the student life of the University.
However, internationals have other expectations
and needs regarding student and study associations.
This is why AKKUraatd wants a central place where
internationals can get together. At the moment, the
Global Lounge is appointed as this place but this is
found to be insufficient. In addition, student and study
associations could definitely have something to offer
to the international students but they do not always
have the capacity or the means to offer them a place.
This is why AKKUraatd pleads for better facilitation of
associations that want to attract internationals.

Every student should have access to the same
facilities concerning career orientation. While some
Faculties are on the right track, room for improvement
remains. AKKUraatd pleads for varied possibilities for
every student, to allow them the necessary support in
transitioning from study to career. This can facilitate
a better collaboration between Career Services of
the different Faculties, which creates possibilities for
students with broader interests. It also turns out that
many students are in need of career orientation and
practical skills such as application workshops towards
the end of their study. This is why AKKUraatd wants
to make it possible for students to use the facilities
of the Career Services for a certain period after they
graduate.

3. Research and
Guarantee Accessible
Education
The University and the educations it offers should
be accessible. Students should be able to rely on the
fact that when they enroll at the University – but also
when participating in the student life – they will not
be confronted with unreasonable obstacles based
on their lifestyle, philosophy of life, or circumstances
they have no influence on. On top of this, there should
be space on and around the campus for personal
development.
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1.2 Have a Good Time from the Start
Integration of international students in the Dutch
student life is still a challenge. Research by the
Dutch National Student Union shows that this group
of students judge the blending in with their Dutch
environment with a 5,5 (on a scale from 1 to 10). At
the moment, eleven percent of the total number of
students at Radboud University are international.
Amongst first year students it’s even twenty percent.
AKKUraatd thinks that this large and growing group
should have the chance to be involved in the Dutch
student life from the start. At the moment, international
students are placed in separate introduction groups
that often have a different programme than the Dutch
introduction groups. AKKUraatd wants every student
to have the choice to participate in an international
introduction group. This will improve integration as
Dutch and international students will get to know
each other and create contacts for the rest of their
time as students. The choice to participate in a Dutch
group will also exist.

3.1 Research Possible Obstacles
The University has a special responsibility to remove
such unreasonable obstacles. Human resources must
be acquired or freed up or a third party hired to
actively search for sources of obstructions and other
problems, and develop a solution oriented approach.
Following this, they will report in a transparent way
and create a solid plan to remove them.
3.2 Facilitating Self-development
The University also needs to facilitate the personal
development of students outside of the classrooms.
Our University needs to support organisations
and initiatives and play a facilitating role wherever
possible, for example by offering rooms for meetings,
trainings, and rehearsals.

4. More Privacy
Coordinators for
Protection

8. Recognise and
Stimulate Possibilities
for Development

The Radboud University is obliged to renew its
privacy policy. This is why AKKUraatd thinks that
the RU should emphasize this process by creating
reinforcement with more privacy coordinators. These
coordinators should be there to help study and student
associations meet the new privacy law ‘Algemene
Verordening Gegevensbescherming’ (AVG). Based on
this de RU needs to prevent data leaks. Furthermore,
publishing lists with student numbers and grades is
absolutely forbidden.

AKKUraatd thinks it is important that students get the
space they need during their education to develop
not only intellectually but also on a personal level.
The high pressure to perform is causing students to
overwork themselves, which has a bad influence on
the general students’ welfare. Personal development
can be stimulated through an internship (abroad),
a board year, volunteer work, but also by following
extra courses focused on personal development and
welfare. AKKUraatd would like to see a more varied
offer of such possibilities. AKKUraatd also wants
an individual track for every student where study
pressure can be lowered after deliberation with the
University and where students can have means and
opportunity to fuel their ambitions and protect their
welfare. At University, development possibilities are
stimulated through the graduation fund. However,
there is a lot of room for improvement regarding the
regulations. A board member has to obtain a certain
number of ECTS in the academic year before their
board year, for example. AKKUraatd thinks that these
demands do not justify the amount of work that a
board year takes and wants this condition to be
abolished. Our University should stimulate students
to be active besides their education and should
recognise this more.

5. Extended Opening
Hours of Food Facilities
Wouldn’t it be nice if you could get something to eat
after class everywhere on campus? This isn’t the case
yet; the Refter closes at 19:00 and the facilities at the
Faculty of Science even close at 16:00. AKKUraatd
pleads for extended opening hours at both locations.
One way to arrange this in the Refter is by selling the
leftover food at a lower cost after 19:00, simultaneously
reducing waste. AKKUraatd would like to see evening
meals being offered at FNWI. This way students can
study everywhere on a full stomach.
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6. More Bicycle Parking

Many students come to University by bicycle, but you
currently have to fight for a spot in the bicycle racks.
The Erasmus building racks are jammed full and the
bicycle rack at the Faculty of Science is also deemed
insufficient. That is why AKKUraatd wants the bicycle
racks to be expanded.

7. Reachable, Available,
and Accessible
(Psychological) Support

There has to be a uniform platform for study advice
and guidance. Here, students should not only be
able to find information but also be able to make
appointments with student advisors, counsellors,
and student psychologists. It will also help streamline
the support of every student and will allow students
to receive high-quality guidance. Students should
be able to evaluate the appointments anonymously
afterwards to produce a proper image of the quality
of the guidance they received. AKKUraatd thinks
it is important to discuss these evaluations in a
transparent manner with the representation organs.

3. Choose Sustainable,
Receive a Discount!
As universities have exemplary roles in society,
Radboud University should continuously strive to take
additional steps towards integrating a sustainable
way of life into our daily habits. AKKUraatd thinks
it is important that sustainability becomes selfevident and therefore strives to ultimately achieve
a climate-neutral University. Sustainability isn’t only
achieved through small every-day life modifications,
but especially through bigger changes at policy
levels. The knowledge and innovative power that is
available at the University has huge potential to not
only contribute to the sustainability of the University,
but also to scenarios outside of the University. The
University can act as a platform for innovative ideas
concerning sustainability and offer an experimental
platform for these ideas.

1. More Water Taps
AKKUraatd wants to help students in diminishing
their plastic footprint and therefore pleads for more
water taps on campus where people can fill their
reusable bottles. A couple of these have recently been
installed, but AKKUraatd would like to see them even
more widespread. Sustainable bottles and cups need
to be obtainable for low prices at various hotspots
across University.

Every day a lot of plastic and paper cups are used
around campus for hot beverages. Last year,
AKKUraatd introduced the sustainable and reusable
ZamZam cup, which can be used to receive a discount
on your hot beverage at several catering locations
on campus.In future, AKKUraatd wants to achieve a
coffee flatrate, in which students can get free coffee
on campus when bringing their own, sustainable
cups. We want the University to sell these mugs,
thermoses, and ZamZam cups to stimulate students
to cause less paper and plastic waste.

4. Waste sortng:
University-wide
Regulation
Sorting waste is possibly the most basic thing that can
be done to help the environment. However, in 2018,
there’s still no university-wide policy on recycling.
AKKUraatd will make sure that this shortcoming will
be fixed in the near future.

5. Make Radboud
Events more
Sustainable

S
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2. Fair, Delicious and
Healthy Catering

2.1 A Healthier Supply
At the moment it is easier to by unhealthy food on
campus than healthy alternatives such as fresh fruit.
For example, vending machines contain a lot of
sugary products. On top of this. vegetarian and vegan
options are far from sufficient. This is why AKKUraatd
fights for healthier and more vegetarian and vegan
products at the University.

At the events of our University there is a lot to be
gained concerning sustainability, which is why the
University should take on an exemplary role for the
entire student community from Nijmegen. AKKUraatd
would like to see the events of the University become
more sustainable, for example through returnable,
biologically degradable plates and cups during
events as Radboud Rocks or the Introduction Week.

6. Maximum Digital
Education Material

able
Universityn
2.2 A Fair Supply
The University provides fairly little information
about the dishes they serve. Students suffering from
allergies have been caught off-guard by insufficient
allergene information. AKKUraatd stands for a safe
and inclusive policy where at least all of the allergens
are mentioned (gluten, lactose, nuts), ensuring that
way every student can safely use all catering facilities.
On top of this, AKKUraatd wants every product to
indicate if it was biologically produced.

By offering education material digitally, students
will be able to choose for themselves if they want
to buy a paper reader or use their course materials
on tablets or laptops. Purchasing mandatory paper
copies will consequently be prevented, which is still
common at many faculties. Handing in papers should
categorically happen online, students should not be
forced to deliver their work on paper.

For the organisation of good education, student
representation is of utter importance.
Especially at University, where students and
employees create improvement together, it’s
important that these deliberations go well. This is
why AKKUraatd fights for structural improvement
of the representation organs on top of the concrete
points in the previous pillars. Not only do we focus on
representation at University-level, but also on student
representation at Faculty and programme level to
ensure that students are heard properly. This is why
we stand for student panels, a student member in the
Executive Board and the Exam Committees, an equal
vote for students and teachers, and better facilitation
and appreciation for the student representation.

1. Student Panels:
Every Student should
have a Say
Every student feels the consequences of
the
University’s policy choices. This is why AKKUraatd
thinks that students should be able to have a say
even if they are not a member of a representation
organ. This can take place in multiple forms, in both
online and offline panels. This creates an opportunity
for every student to provide direct input on the
University’s policy and contribute to a more beautiful
and better University.

the perspective of the students earlier on and can than
process this perspective in their policy early in the
process. On top of this the University Student Council
and the other levels of student representation will
be up to date on what is happening at the Executive
Board level. At the Radboudumc this is already the
case. The student assessor of the Medical Faculty has
a seat in the Executive Board of the Radboudumc
and serves as a good example of the effect a student
member in the board can have. The student assessor
can communicate decisions that are made higher up
directly to the students and student organisation at
that Faculty and in turn they can have their voices
heard through the student assessor.

4. Equal Vote for
Students and Teachers
In some representation organs, for example in
the Faculty Student Councils, the teachers’ votes
have more weight than the votes of the students.
AKKUraatd thinks this is unacceptable because
education is a two-way street. Optimal policy can only
be created when the students’ votes are equal to the
teachers’ votes. This is why AKKUraatd wants a 50/50
vote division in all of the representation organs.

5. More Appreciation
for Programme
Committee Members

Student
RepresentAtioN
2. Student Member in
the Exam Committee

In the Exam Committees of the RU there is only place
for teachers and educational support staff. Students
are not represented within the Exam Committees.
This means that the student perspective is missing
when decisions about education and examination
are made. AKKUraatd thinks this is problematic and
wants to add a student member (or members) to the
Exam Committees. This way the Exam Committee will
reach a more balanced judgement.

3. Student Member in
the Executive Board.

AKKUraatd thinks that a student member in the
Executive Board would create a stronger bond between
the students and board members of our University.
This way the Executive Board will be informed about

One of the most important representation organs
for students within the University is the Programme
Committee. The Programme Committees advise
the (Faculty) Board about education. However, they
receive very little acknowledgement and their effort
is minimally rewarded. The Programme Committees
deserve to be well-known among students at the
University. Not just in the interest of the students but
also in the interest of the University. In our opinion,
there is a lot of room for improvement concerning the
visibility of the programme committees and better
rewards for the effort the Programme Committee
members put in their work. An example of this is
higher compensation for Programme Committee
members.

6. Language Support
for all Representation
Organs
AKKUraatd thinks that every student should
be represented, self-evidently this includes the
international students. This demands changes
at the representation organs because files and
documents need to be translated to English. This is
why AKKUraatd pleads for language support for all
levels of representation. This language support can
be used for more than just the translation of files
and documents. It can also provide handles for the
creation of an inclusive platform where language is
no longer a barrier.
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